The Whitehead square [i,/, , i2,_AE n ¡+i_ (S ) is shown to be projective for i < 10 .
Introduction
A homotopy element in itn (X) is said to be projective if it can be represented by a map /: S" -► X that factors through the real projective space P", that is, the diagram S"^X \/7 P" commutes for some /, where o is the double covering map. The notion of projective homotopy elements was introduced by J. H. C. Whitehead [21] . Some research has been done on the projective homotopy theory and its applications in the last two decades. For this we refer to [17, §1] .
Here we will be interested in the problem of the projectivity of the Whitehead products [in , tn] e rc2«-i(^") • The status of the problem so far is the following.
D. Randall proves in [18] that [in , in] is not projective with zz nor n + 1 a power of two. Milgram and Zvengrowski show [16] that [i2m , i2m], for m > I , is projective iff zrz = 1, 2, 3. It remains to consider [z2,_j, z2-_,]. It is well known that [z2<_i > ty-i] = 0 for 1 < z < 3 ; so they are projective trivially. Adams Hopf invariant one theorem [1] implies [i2*_x, i2<_x] ^ 0 for i > 4. The problem of the projectivity of the family {[z2-_[ , i2<_, ]|i> 4} is related to another well-known problem on the same family; namely, the so-called strong Kervaire invariant problem which asks whether [z2-_, , '2'-i] (' -4) can be halved. It is easy to see that if [i2>_x, ty-il can ^e narved, then it is projective. Toda shows in [20] that [z15, z15] = 2o , and Mahowald and Tangora prove in [15] We conjecture this result is true for all i.
Proof
For 1 < zc < / let Pk denote the stunted real projective space P ¡P ~ . We will show the following. is nonzero.
Here, and also for the rest of the paper, all cohomology or homology groups have Z2 coefficients.
Let B(k) denote the zcth 2-primary Brown-Gitler spectrum [7] . Recall that H*(B(k)) = A/A{x(SqJ)\j > k} where A is the mod 2 Steenrod algebra and x-A ^ A is the canonical antiautomorphism. Then {x(Sq')\I = (ix, ... , ik) admissible and ix < k} is a Z2-base for H*(B(k)). In particular
Consider the double loop space Q S . There is a 2-primary stable decomposition oo k=X This is due to Brown-Peterson, Mahowald, and Snaith [8, 14, 19] . Let S denote the sphere spectrum in stable dimension zero. Mahowald also shows the following in [14] . This implies cf>*: H2">~l(B(2i~4)) = Z2 -* H2'^'1^'™P^") = %2 is nonzero since x(S(7 ^ ■■ Sq Sq ) -Sq : 77 (Yf~m P-^) -Z2 -» 772' '"'(E-7^ pwm) = ^2 is nonzero [11] . Proposition 2.1', and therefore Theorem 1.1, follows from this and (2.2).
Note that the Spanier-Whitehead dual of
T-bz* 3 < i < 10 there is a stable map <P: S -► 77(2'~ ) A AT itzc/z i/za/1 </> (1 ® i>) ^ 0 w/ztre z/ ¿5 the top nonzero class of H*(X).
To prove (2.3') we use the method in [6] . Let F be a spectrum. Consider the mod 2 Adams spectral sequence {E*'*(k)} for computing nt(B(k) A Y). An T^-term may be chosen as follows.
Let A be the lambda algebra of Kan et al. [5] . A is a bigraded algebra over Z2 generated by A; 6 A; (i > 0) and has the set of admissible monomials {/i. Thus, for / < 6, X has spacelike homology. It is not difficult to show that if X has spacelike homology then X has the stable homotopy type of Px . Thus, for i > 7 , X has no spacelike homology. By (2.5.2) and (2.7), dr(\ <g> u) = 0 for r < 5. We have to show dr(\ <g> u) = 0 for r > 6 .
Recall A2,-3_, (2'~ ) has {X¡\I -(ix, ... , ir) admissible, ir > 2'~ , and |7| = 2'~ -1 -p} as a Z2-base. One easily sees, then, that A¡j/-3_j (2'~ ) = 0 for r > 6, 3 < i < 9 , and 1 < p < 2'"3. Thus dr(l <g> zz) = 0 for r > 6 since
This proves (*) for / < 9. For i = 10, r > 6, 1 < p < 2'~3 = 27, the Z2-module A2,-¡_x_p(2i~4) = A27_, (2 ) is zero except for r = 6, p = 1 in which case A2?_2(2 ) = Z2 and is generated by X2X4X&XX6XJ2X64. So to prove (*) for i-10 it suffices to show d6(l g u) = 0 # A2A4AgA16A32A64 g w,,
where zz, # 0 e 77,(y) = Z2. Consider x' = e2" ^r2.1';27 = x/sx = e2" pS++Í is'.
Note that the Spanier-Whitehead dual of X' (resp. X ) is
Also note that Af' satisfies " C4 ". We apply (2.7) to X'. The analysis above
shows that 1 ® u € Ts"'2 (26) persists to Ts^ where u'/Oe H2i(X') = Z2. This implies there is a stable map E-2"^1^-,-^26) 27_2 -2"+27 + l 21 ' -3 that is nonzero in 770( ). Let r: S -> E ' ^2"-27-i ^e tne attacnmS The method of the proof of Proposition 2.7 is the one given in [6] where only spectra having space-like homology are considered. We recall the proof.
There are cofibrations [10, 14] Now both y and W satisfy " Cn_, ". So, by inductive hypothesis, Ex''(k) = Es¿x(k), E\''(k)=Esn;x(k) for t-s < 2k, E*x((q)= Ë*''x (q) (q = \X}®u\ = 2k or 2k + 1) for t -s <2q and Esf^x(k) (resp. Esn+X(k) ) is a quotient Z2-module of Esx''(k) (resp. Ex (k)) if t -s = 2k + 1 . Thus the induced map fm: Esn^x(k) -► E'+X(k) is also monomorphic for t-s<2k. Let zr: Esx''(k) -* E"+i(k) (resp. It: Ex (k) -► 7?n^,(zc) ) be the quotient map if t -s = 2k + 1 and the identity map if t -s <2k . We have (/* ° dn+x o it)(X, g zz) = (tíf"+i o û)(X, g X(u)) = K+1°^)(A/g^^1"1) = (rfB+1 o7foa,)(A2/ ®i/) (by 2(ii)) = (<*, °dn+xon)(X2I®v) = 0.
Here the last step follows by 2(i) since 
